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1.

SUMMARY

KEMA-Registered Quality Inc. (KEMA) conducted an independent audit of the environmental
management system (EMS) being used by Encina Wastewater Authority (EWA) in managing its
biosolids program. This audit was performed August 6 & 7, 2007 at the request of the National
Biosolids Partnership and was Interim Audit #2 following verification of the EWA biosolids EMS on
August 11, 2005.
The purposes of this audit were to:
Verify that the biosolids EMS being used by EWA conforms to requirements of the National
Biosolids Partnership (NBP) Environmental Management System for Biosolids, comprised of
17 EMS Elements
Confirm that the EWA biosolids EMS is functioning as intended, with practices and
procedures being performed as documented.
Review outcomes of their biosolids program that EWA is achieving through the use of their
biosolids EMS.
1A. Audit Scope and Methodology
The EWA Biosolids EMS encompasses the entire biosolids value chain (pretreatment, collection and
treatment, stabilization, storage and transportation and end use / disposition), with special attention
to practices and management activities that directly support biosolids-related operations, processes,
and activities.
The scope of this audit included the following, consistent with NBP requirements for biosolids EMS
interim audits and the overall audit program agreed to by KEMA and EWA.
1. Verification of open nonconformances from previous KEMA audits (i.e. June 2006)
2. Examination of EMS Outcomes (regulatory compliance, interested party relations,
environmental performance, quality practices)
3. Reviews of
Identified significant changes affecting the EWA biosolids program
EMS Documentation / EMS Manual (changes only)
Goals and Objectives Process
Communications Program
Corrective and Preventive Action Process
Management Involvement (including Management Review Process)
4. Audits:
Biosolids Production – Pretreatment & Collection
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Biosolids Production - Wastewater Treatment & Solids Generation
Competency, Awareness & Training Process
Document Control & Recordkeeping Process
Emergency Preparedness Process
Maintenance Process
“Reviews” are conducted to assess the overall effectiveness of the process being addressed and
may not cover all requirements of the EMS Elements. “Audits” are conducted to verify conformance
with expectations and requirements of all applicable requirements of the EMS Elements. Both
reviews and audits are performed using sampling techniques by interviewing key persons involved in
each process, observing practices in place and reviewing pertinent documents and records.
Interviews with representative interested parties are included, as agreed and arranged by EWA.
1B. Summary of Audit Findings
Verification Statement
Based on the results of this audit, KEMA has verified the management system for EWA’s biosolids
program continues to meet the expectations and requirements of NBP’s Biosolids EMS Program.
Certification can continue.
EMS Outcomes
EWA’s overall biosolids program is improving through the use of their EMS approach to managing
this program. Recent outcomes are summarized below and detailed in Section 3 of this report.
EMS Strengths
KEMA noted the following strengths in the EWA biosolids program.
A proactive Communications Program is helping EWA develop public confidence in their
management. For instance being open and forthright about a spill into a lagoon resulted in no
negative opinions and the Directors feel they are kept well informed.
The use of a Professional Education Day for employees is an excellent way to communicate
plans to employees and encourage employee involvement and feedback for improving
biosolids operations.
Internal audits are well planned and thorough and using numerous employees in conducting
the audits is allowing the employees better understanding of the systematic approach being
used by EWA.
Nonconformances
During this audit, KEMA found no major nonconformances and 4 minor nonconformances with
respect to the audit criteria. These nonconformances are described in the “Detailed Audit Results”
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section of this report and require effective correction by EWA. KEMA’s Lead Auditor has reviewed
and approved corrective action plans for all nonconformances identified during this audit.
Opportunities for Improvement
Ten (10) opportunities for improvement in the EWA biosolids EMS were noted during the audit.
These opportunities are described in the applicable detailed audit report, however do not require any
action by EWA.
1C. Agreements
EWA has agreed to prepare written plans for correcting the nonconformances identified during this
audit and to send these plans to KEMA’s Lead Auditor by September 7, 2007. KEMA will review
these plans for consistency with NBP requirements and, if acceptable, approve them for
implementation. EWA will implement the approved plans in a timely manner and will review the
corrections internally within 6 months. EWA and KEMA have agreed that the effectiveness of
actions taken to correct nonconformances will be reviewed during the next assigned third party
audit.
KEMA and EWA have agreed on a new plan for interim audits that includes audits performed during
Interim Audits #1 & #2 and recognizes anticipated changes in 2008 & 2009. EWA and KEMA have
agreed that Interim Audit #3 will be performed as a third party audit and EWA requested that audit
occur in September 2008 to so that personnel vacations can be uninterrupted in August. KEMA is in
agreement with that request, subject to approval by NBP. EWA will seek that approval.
1D. Appeals
The NBP provides an appeals process for biosolids organizations and interested parties that
disagree with the findings of a third party EMS audit. The verification appeals process involves an
Appeals Board; representing a balance of biosolids management interested parties, including an
environmental advocacy group, and wastewater industry professionals. An appeal must be
submitted within 30 days of the official verification decision or interim audit decision by the Audit
Company. Anyone who may need help in understanding the appeals process should contact the
National Biosolids Partnership staff, Mr. Eugene DeMichele at 703-684-2438, or send an e-mail to:
edemichele@wef.org.
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2.

AUDIT DETAILS

2A. Local Agency Details
Agency Name / Location: Encina Wastewater Authority, Carlsbad, California
Biosolids Production Location(s):

Encina Water Pollution Control Facility, Carlsbad California

Number Employees: 61
Gallons of Wastewater Treated:
Tons of Biosolids Produced:

26.5 MDG (2006), capacity 36 MGD

33,000 wet tons per year (Class B)

Biosolids use / Disposition Sites Audited
None
Contractors Audited
J.R Filanc (Phase V construction contractor)
Third Parties Interviewed During Audit
Mr. Dan Czecholinski, ADEQ Biosolids Regulator (by telephone)
Ms. Cari Dale, Carlsbad Municipal Water District (member agency) (by telephone)
Ms. Lauren Fondahl, EPA Region Biosolids Regulator (by telephone)
Mr. Darrell Gentry, Member – EWA Board of Directors
Audit Team
The National Biosolids Partnership assigned KEMA-Registered Quality Inc. to perform this audit on
their behalf. The audit was performed by Mr. Jon Shaver. Mr. Shaver is qualified as Biosolids EMS
Lead Auditor and Biosolids Auditor by the National Biosolids Partnership.
KEMA asserts that the relationship that our firm and auditors have with the EWA is completely
independent and meets criteria established by the National Biosolids Partnership for Third Party
Audit Companies and Third Party Auditors.
2B. Definitions of Audit Findings & Required Corrective Action
Major Nonconformance – a serious omission from requirements and/or other departure that
represents, or could cause, a systemic failure. Major nonconformances must be corrected within
90 days for verification to proceed.
Minor Nonconformance – an isolated departure from requirements that does not represent a
systemic failure. Minor nonconformances require timely and effective correction and verification by
the Third Party Auditor.
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Opportunity (for improvement) – possible improvement in the EMS based on auditor observations.
There is no obligation for action in response to these observations.
2C. Reference Materials
The following documents were used as references for this audit:
Encina Wastewater Authority Biosolids EMS Manual (March 2006)
National Biosolids Partnership “EMS for Biosolids” standard (May 2002)
National Biosolids Partnership Biosolids EMS Auditor Guidance (March 2006)
National Biosolids Partnership Code of Good Practice
National Biosolids Partnership Manual of Good Practice
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3.

AUDIT RESULTS

3A. Significant Changes
EWA has reported the following changes since the previous KEMA audit affecting their biosolids
management program. Several changes are being planned and currently underway that are
expected to affect critical control points and the biosolids EMS in 2008, including heated drying,
pelletizing, centrifuge operations and completion of a new office building.
KEMA determined that changes made in the biosolids program in the past year do not require any
additional audits that are not already covered by the Interim Audit Plan.
3B. EMS Outcomes
EWA’s overall biosolids program is improving through the use of their EMS approach to managing
this program. Recent outcomes are summarized below.
Regulatory Compliance
Metal detection limits have been improved and still no detectable amount of several metals,
indicating the content of these metals is even lower than originally thought.
The EMS Corrective Action Process was used in requiring land application contractor to
correct agronomic rate records.
Environmental Performance
100% beneficial reuse of biosolids continues despite significant levels of construction and
potential plant disruption.
Interested Party Relations
Public confidence in EWA operating abilities continues to grow, as evidenced by several
positive newspaper articles, no opposition to Phase V expansion, Board of Director support
and EPA Awards.
Quality Practices
Recognized best practices and skills are being institutionalized to capture and improve this
information to offset anticipated turnover and employment growth.
Several initiatives have begun for developing greater employee involvement in overall
improvement activities, including cross training, rotation of internal auditors, encouraging
self-improvement and a goal to implement an “Employer of Choice” program.
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3C. Summary of Results by EMS Element
The following summarizes the results of this audit related to the 17 EMS Elements. Details of the
process audits are described in Section 4 of this report.
EMS Element
1. Documentation of EMS for
Biosolids
2. Biosolids Management
Policy
3. Identification of Critical
Control Points

4. Legal and Other
Requirements
5. Goals and Objectives for
Continual Improvement

EMS Status

Nonconformances

(@ 8/7/07)

(corrective action plans in place and approved)

Conforms

None

-

Not audited

Minor Nonconformance JS/07-01/Elem 3
Minor
Nonconformance Not all environmental impacts noted for critical control
points are described as impacts (e.g. “permit violation”)
and there is no priority noted for the significance of
those impacts.
-

Not audited

Minor Nonconformance JS/07-02/Elem 5
Minor
Nonconformance The process for linking Strategic Focus Areas and
biosolids goals is not clearly defined or documented.

6. Public Participation in
Planning

Conforms

None

7. Roles and Responsibilities

Conforms

None

8. Training

Minor Nonconformance JS/07-03/Elem 8
Minor
Nonconformance Some new employees hired within the past 1½ years
have not received EMS Awareness training as required
by EWA procedures.

9. Communication

Conforms

None

10. Operational Control of
Critical Control Points

Conforms

None

11. Emergency Preparedness
and Response

Conforms

None

12. EMS Documentation,
Document Control and
Recordkeeping

Conforms

None

13. Monitoring and
Measurement

Conforms

None
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EMS Status

Nonconformances

(@ 8/7/07)

(corrective action plans in place and approved)

14. Nonconformances:
Preventive and Corrective
Action

Conforms

None

15. Biosolids Program Periodic
Performance Report

Conforms

None

16. Internal EMS Audits

Conforms

None

EMS Element

17. Periodic Management
Review of Performance

Minor Nonconformance JS/07-04/Elem 17
Minor
Nonconformance There are no follow-up actions defined during
management reviews of biosolids program
performance.

KEMA’s Lead Auditor verified that the above minor nonconformances are not related and the
existence of multiple nonconformances does not represent a systemic problem.
3D. Review of Open Nonconformances
KEMA auditors reviewed corrective action taken in response to the following nonconformances that
remained open from the previous Third Party Audit that KEMA conducted in August 2006.
Minor Nonconformance 06-01
It is not clear how contractor performance is determined to be consistent with EWA’s Biosolids
Management Policy.
Corrective Action
Review of corrective action taken to resolve this nonconformance
determined that EWA now includes an assessment of contractor consistency with Policy
commitments as part of their contractor inspections. This nonconformance is now closed.
Minor Nonconformance 06-02
Some electronic SOPs, which are reportedly the controlled copy, were not readily accessible in the
Operations Control Room
Corrective Action
Review of corrective action taken to resolve this nonconformance
determined that EWA has enabled access to SOPs directly from desktops and that Operators
understand how to use this feature. This nonconformance is now closed.
Minor Nonconformance 06-03
The biosolids program corrective action procedure (EMS 14) does not clearly distinguish between
nonconformances and noncompliances and refers to forms that are not available or being used.
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Corrective Action
Review of corrective action taken to resolve this nonconformance
determined that EWA has modified Element 14 in their EMS Manual to distinguish between
corrective action for noncompliances and nonconformances. This nonconformance is now
closed.
Minor Nonconformance 06-04
Recent internal audits do not provide sufficient evidence to enable management to make objective
conclusions about biosolids program performance and decisions for improving that performance.
Corrective Action
Review of corrective action taken to resolve this nonconformance
determined that EWA’s internal audit protocol has been modified to include assessment of
performance against Policy commitments. This nonconformance is now closed.
Minor Nonconformance 06-05
Internal audit reports do not identify the auditor or link to corrective actions resulting from the audits.
Corrective Action
Review of corrective action taken to resolve this nonconformance
determined that EWA’s internal audit reports identify the auditors and include corrective action
for audit findings. This nonconformance is now closed.
Minor Nonconformance 06-06
The actual management review process, including weekly, monthly, semi-annual and annual
management team meetings is not consistent with the process description and procedure in EWA
EMS Element 17.
Corrective Action
Review of corrective action taken to resolve this nonconformance
determined that EWA’s EMS Manual (Element 17) has been modified to describe the actual
Management Review process, including weekly, quarterly and annual management review
meetings. This nonconformance is now closed.
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4.

DETAILED AUDIT RESULTS

The NBP Auditor Guidance (March 2006) was used as a guide in performing each of the audits
described below.
4A. Review of Changes in EMS Documentation
Description
EMS procedures and practices are described in the EWA EMS Manual, organized sequentially
according to the elements of the NBP EMS for Biosolids. The most recent update is available on the
EWA intranet and internet website.
Transaction testing verified that managers are aware of the revised EMS Manual and that the
manual reflects actual roles and responsibilities. The General Manager has overall responsibility for
the Biosolids Program.
Audit Results
This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the
EMS Elements, except as noted below.
Minor Nonconformance JS/07-01/Elem 3
Not all environmental impacts noted for critical control points are described as impacts
(e.g. “permit violation”) and there is no priority noted for the significance of those
impacts.
4B. Review of Management System Effectiveness
During this audit, the auditors reviewed the effectiveness of the following EMS processes, as
required by NBP’s Auditor Guidance:
Communications Process
Corrective and Preventive Action Process
Goals and Objectives Process
Management Involvement Process (including Management Review)
See also discussion of EMS Outcomes in Section 3 of this report.
Communications Program
There is clear evidence of effective external communications. Phase V expansion plans have been
discussed openly with the public (and supported by the public). A recent sewer line spill was openly
communicated, resulting in no negative public opinions. The Board of Directors expressed
confidence in EWA’s public outreach. State and Federal regulators are aware of EWA’s biosolids
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EMS and expansion plans. Member agencies are aware of and confident in EWA’s ability to
effectively handle wastewater.
Corrective and Preventive Action
The formal EWA CAPA process is used to address findings from internal and third party audits,
noncompliances, and performance improvement requirements. The Corrective Action Request
procedure effectively corrected all open nonconformances from previous third party audits and from
internal audits.
Goals and Objectives Process
Biosolids goals (and related action plans / tasks) are part of the overall goals for EWA operations.
These goals are developed from Strategic Focus Areas that are part of the longer-term planning
process discussed established at Board of Director meetings that include public participation.
Tasks, responsibilities and timing are assigned for annual goals and status is reviewed regularly.
Six of seven biosolids goals for 2006 were achieved as intended and the seventh is in progress.
New goals have been established for 2007 and are in progress.
Management Involvement Process (including Management Review)
Managers meet weekly to discuss ongoing events and plans and quarterly to review performance. A
review of overall progress with the biosolids program is conducted annually by the management
team and records are kept.
Audit Results
Review of the above processes found they meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable
requirements of the EMS Elements, except as noted below.
Minor Nonconformance JS/07-02/Elem 5
The process for linking Strategic Focus Areas and biosolids goals is not clearly defined
or documented.
Minor Nonconformance JS/07-04/Elem 17
There are no follow-up actions defined during management reviews of biosolids program
performance.
In addition, the following “Opportunities” were noted:
The “Management of Change” procedure currently in use is effective, however it could be
documented so it is followed precisely rather than inherently.
Goals for improving biosolids operations could be more measurable (e.g. regional water
education day, administration team building could better state what will actually be achieved).
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The Internal Audit summary of audit findings could provide a conclusion related to the audit
purposes as well as a summary of observations.
4C. Audit – Competency, Awareness & Training
The criteria for this audit included requirements for EMS Elements 7 (Roles & Responsibilities), 8
(Training), 9 (Communication) and other EMS Elements, as applicable.
Process Description
Employee competency is defined by job qualifications, including levels of experience and education,
including State Certification for Operators. New employees are “on probation” for up to 1 year and
evaluated for job competency by Supervisors. Training requirements are established during annual
planning sessions and individual performance reviews based on identified needs, including changes
and regulatory requirements. Training is provided using an online training service.
EMS Awareness training occurs through online training and/or discussions with site management
during employee orientation.
Audit Results
This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the
EMS Elements, except as noted below.
Minor Nonconformance JS/07-03/Elem 8
Some new employees hired within the past 1½ years have not received EMS Awareness
training as required by EWA procedures.
4D. Audit – Document Control & Recordkeeping
The criteria for this audit included requirements for EMS Elements 1 (EMS Documentation), 12
(Control of Documents & Records) and other EMS Elements, as applicable.
Process Description
Documents and records requiring control and the individual responsible for that control are identified
in the EMS Manual (Element 12). A protocol for creating / reviewing and identifying documents is
included in Element 12. A procedure for maintaining key records has been established. Documents
and records are accessible from the EWA intranet.
Audit Results
This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the
EMS Elements.
In addition, the following “Opportunities” were noted:
The list of documentation requiring control could separate documents from records.
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Procedures for controlling documents and records could be substantially simplified,
particularly with respect to how documents are created / revised, identified and made
available and how records are secured and made accessible.
4E. Audit – Emergency Preparedness
The criteria for this audit included requirements for EMS Elements 10 (Operational Control of Critical
Control Points), 11 (Emergency Preparedness & Response) and other EMS Elements, as
applicable.
Process Description
Several emergency procedures (SOPs) are available via the EWA intranet, including various
situations (e.g. fire, earthquake, biosolids spill). Two events in the past year have tested EWA’s
emergency preparedness, including a sewer line spill and a natural gas leak. In both cases
response was done in accordance with emergency plans and an investigation of each incident was
conducted, including assessment of emergency plans. Personnel are trained in emergency plans
through online training and an annual “spill drill”. Chain of Command personnel have received
Hazwoper training. Contractor personnel interviewed are aware of emergency procedures and
safety / emergency activities are included in weekly meetings between EWA and contractors onsite.
Audit Results
This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the
EMS Elements.
In addition, the following “Opportunities” were noted:
Emergency contact information for Jaynes (contractor) could be included in EWA emergency
contacts list.
Incident investigations (e.g. natural gas leak, spill into lagoon) could more clearly define root
causes and corrective action, with follow-up to verify effectiveness of action taken.
An Emergency Contingency Plan could be helpful for overall pre and post-emergency
planning, linking to the other procedures in place and defining responsibilities, training,
investigation and review requirements.
4F.

Audit – Maintenance

The criteria for this audit included requirements for EMS Elements 3 (Identification of Critical Control
Points), 8 (Training), 10 (Operational Control of Critical Control Points), 13 (Monitoring &
Measurement) and other EMS Elements, as applicable.
Process Description
The Maintenance Dept is responsible for maintaining equipment at the wastewater treatment plant
and at 4 pump stations. Maintenance, including preventive maintenance and equipment testing, is
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coordinated by a Maintenance Planner and scheduled using work orders and an online
computerized system (CMMS) that retains records. The system allows for analysis of historical
information and trends. Performance of maintenance work is measured by past due work orders,
although no definite trend has been determined.
Audit Results
This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the
EMS Elements.
4G. Audit – Pretreatment & Collection
The criteria for this audit included requirements for EMS Elements 3 (Identification of Critical Control
Points), 8 (Training), 10 (Operational Control of Critical Control Points), 13 (Monitoring &
Measurement) and other EMS Elements, as applicable.
Process Description
In excess of 95% of incoming flow is from residential and commercial establishments, with the
remainder from industrial sites. Appropriate critical control points have been identified and
operational controls, including permits and inspection procedures, are in place. Incoming
wastewater is tested at the plant entry, with results communicated to Operations personnel to help in
controlling downstream operations. Conservation measures by dischargers have enabled overall
flow to remain about the same over the past 10 years despite population growth, with solids
increasing from approx 200 mg/L to 290 mg/L.
Audit Results
This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the
EMS Elements.
In addition, the following “Opportunities” were noted:
The “Enforcement Response Plan & Guide” used in guiding pretreatment inspections could
be an Operational Control for that process.
4H. Audit – Wastewater Treatment & Solids Generation
The criteria for this audit included requirements for EMS Elements 3 (Identification of Critical Control
Points), 8 (Training), 10 (Operational Control of Critical Control Points), 13 (Monitoring &
Measurement) and other EMS Elements, as applicable.
Process Description
Wastewater entering the plant at the headworks proceeds through bar screens and filters (grit
residue to landfill) and primary sedimentation. Odor from these areas is controlled using carbon
filters. Secondary treatment (aeration) and secondary clarifiers are used to establish desired water
quality. Polymer is used to remove solids (DAF) from the clarifiers. Identified critical control points
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and operational controls for this process are consistent with actual practices. O&M Manuals and
SOPs are in place and Operators understand how to use this information. Operator competence is
verified through appropriate qualifications, including State certification, early employment probation
and regular performance assessments.
Audit Results
This process was found to meet NBP expectations and conform to applicable requirements of the
EMS Elements.
In addition, the following “Opportunities” were noted:
Confined space entry notices could be placed in Digester personnel entry points.
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APPENDICES
List of Participants
The following persons participated in this audit. Other persons provided additional explanations, as
necessary.
Name

Position

Organization

Debbie Biggs
Doug Campbell
Charlie Duvel
Bruce Dale
Kevin Hardy
Mike Hogan
John Jardin
Jimmy Kearns
Gary Parker
Mike Steinlicht

EMS Coordinator
Lab Supervisor
Operations Supervisor
Asst Operations Supt
Asst Gen Mgr
General Manager
Operations Superintendent
Maintenance Planner
Systems Supervisor
Maintenance Supt

EWA
EWA
EWA
EWA
EWA
EWA
EWA
EWA
EWA
EWA

Contractors
Arnold Wingler

Project Manager

J.R. Filanc

Interested Parties
Dan Czecholinski
Ms. Cari Dale
Lauren Fondahl
Darrell Gentry

Biosolids Regulator
ADEQ
Asst GM
Carlsbad Mun. Water District
Regional Biosolids Regulator
USEPA
Member – EWA Board of Directors

List of Documents & Records Reviewed
Ag Tech contract (rev 2/22/06)
Biosolids Management Plan Workshop Goals &
Evaluation Factors 8/1/07
Biosolids Policy (adopted by resolution 6/23/04
Biosolids product information & brochures
Biosolids Program Performance Report -2006
Biosolids Spill Response Plan (8/11/06)
Buena Vista Force Main Failure Incident Investigation
& Report (6/27/07)
Communication e-mails to interested parties (various)
Contractor biosolids hauling SOP (#7)
Corrective action requests for open nonconformances
from 2006 KEMA audit
Daily operating worksheets (various)
Emergency Notification Plan 7/30/07
Enforcement response plan & guide (1/24/07)
EWA application for EMS audit (4/06)

EWA EMS Manual (rev 7/06) (note – applicable EMS
procedures were reviewed during each process audit)
Injury / Illness Prevention Plan
Inspection checklist – Ag Tech
Internal audit report (audit dates Feb & Mar 2006)
Maintenance work orders (various)
Management Review record – June 20 2007
MSR data (various)
O&M Manuals
Online training programs (various)
Position Descriptions – Inspector (June 2006)
Pretreatment ordinance 1/24/07
Public Outreach log
SFA description & objectives (2006, 2007)
SOPs (various)
Status report – objectives tracking
Training records (various)
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